STAY IN TOUCH

NEW! SHIMMERING

Head out with just a few necessities—including,
of course, your phone. As you wander, check in
quickly with this purse; clear phone pocket in
back is touch-sensitive. 4½" x 7", with a 45" strap.
Zip closure, Celtic medallion.
Vegan leather.
B40109 Celtic Phone Purse $45

LIGHT

Willow leaves shimmer in the
light reflecting off a pond, a
moment of serenity. Richlycolored niobium leaves
combine with bohemian
glass beads. Earwires
and necklace chain are
gold over sterling silver.
Handmade in USA by Holly
Yashi. Necklace adjusts 18-32".
J10757 Willow Leaf Earrings $60
J21076 Willow Leaf Necklace $140
shown at
3/4 actual size

NEW! FLOWERS FOR

SUNSHINE AND DAISIES

YOUR HAIR

A sunny meadow carpeted with tiny
daisies is an invitation to spend a bright
afternoon making flower necklaces.
Tiny daisies brighten your day any
time with this shining jewelry, in
sterling silver highlighted with 14k
gold. Pendant on 18" chain.
J10649 Daisy Studs $35
J20922 Daisy Pendant $40

EXCLUSIVE! Sweep your hair back
and hold it with a tiny bouquet.
Graceful flowers and glimmering glass
beads in shades of pale green adorn
this ponytail holder; sturdy elastic for
all thicknesses of hair. Made in USA by
Colleen Toland.
J40026 Green Rose Ponytail Tie $22

actual size

YOURS ONLY RING
actual size

Engraved with a brief sentiment, the poesy ring
is a traditional token of affection, sometimes
used as a wedding band. This reproduction
from an original in the British Museum is
encircled in a delicate pattern of Celtic
knotwork and is inscribed inside with the
medieval message “yovrs onli.” Sterling silver,
in whole and half sizes 5-12. Made in USA.
J75160 Yours Only Ring $55

NEW! LACY DAISIES

The simple delight of a field
of daisies is reflected in this
sweater—soft knit open-front
cardigan, that reveals airy
daisy-strewn lace in back.
Imported. Viscose/nylon;
machine wash. Sizes
XS-XXL.
A60513 Lacy Daisy
Sweater $68

NEW! ETHEREAL

BLOOMS

EXCLUSIVE! Radiant, serene
and comfortable—an ethereal
swirl of lightly shimmering
chiffon floating around you,
a cascade of embroidered
flowers, and the quiet comfort
of the soft knit inner dress.
Matching topper has knit
sleeves and back, with chiffon
front to tie or let float free.
Dress approx. 50" long in
back. Imported. Polyester/
rayon; hand wash. Sizes S-XL.
A50316 Pale Sage Layered
Dress $110
A60491 Pale Sage Topper $65

reverse

NEW! COOL

EMERALD

The spirit of the forest can be
sensed in the quiet flutter of
leaves, the coolness among
the trees. Move like the spirit
of the forest, a-swirl in layers of
rippling green. Cascading tiers
of shimmering, silky cupro
rayon flutter gently in this
maxi-dress of quiet impact.
Machine wash. Approx. 50"
long. Sizes S-XXL. Made in
USA by CMC Click.
A50297 Emerald Tiered
Maxi-Dress $175

IRISH MERMAID

Are there Irish mermaids? It
appears so—this red-haired lass
of the deep, in emerald green,
has added a trinity-knot flourish
to her tail, and plays a glittering
golden Irish harp. 4" high
hanging ornament.
D90117 Irish Mermaid $15

WALKING IN THE RAIN
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Be beautifully prepared for rain! This reversible rain cape with hood keeps
you dry in style, packs small into included pouch to keep in desk or bag.
Perfect for travel! Brighten a rainy day with a William Morris floral pattern,
reversible to clear-skies blue. Button closure at neck, magnetic connectors
hold closed at elbow. 29" long. Imported. Polyester; machine wash. One size.
A10033 Rain Cape $78
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